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How much time do you currently allow yourself to get ready in the
morning? If it's just enough time to get dressed and out the door to
work you're doing it wrong! 
 
For years I literally gave myself about 45 minutes from the time my
alarm went off until the time I was walking out the door. It left me
feeling scattered and drained while feeling like I had no time to
myself. I often would get to work and still be in a state of trying to
wake myself up. Hey, I know you've been there! 
 
It actually wasn't until this year that I challenged myself to wake up
a bit earlier to set aside quality time for myself before giving it
away to others. My morning has turned into a sacred space of time
that I used to fill myself out before I even attempt to poor out to
others, my full time job included. 
 
Start prioritizing yourself today and watch how you life can truly
transform! 
 
 

The Importance of a Morning Routine
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This guide is organized by 4 things I think everyone should
include in their morning routine: Wake up, Movement, Stillness,
and Journaling..  
 
How much you spend on each task is up to you. Before we go
into details of how to optimize each task, take a moment to
roughly decide how much time you would like to spend on each
one in order to determine how much time you need to devote to
your full morning routine. 

PLANNING

Wake up (get out of bed, brush teeth etc)                _______ 

Movement (yoga, gym, walk)                                  _______

Stillness (meditation)                                                _______

Journaling                                                                 _______

I need to wake up _____ hr earlier.
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WAKE UP 

Step one: Wake up! and do it early! 
 
I know what you're thinking. Ah adding on an extra hour or 2
before I actually need to is tough. I get it. It's not easy
especially when you're first getting started. Some people
recommend doing it in increments. I firmly disagree. If you say
you're going to slowly wake up 15 minutes each day it is likely
you'll just hit snooze and continue to fall back into your
normal rut. So I say just take the huge leap.  
 
Based on the number of hours you decided you needed to
devote to a morning routine (page 4) set your alarm for that
time. Below are some tips for committing to an earlier wake
up. 

Go to bed early! (Ensure you are getting 6-8 hours of
sleep) 
Don't delay getting up! (Avoid pressing snooze - put
your phone across the room if you need to or invest in a
light timed alarm that turns on the lights at a certain
time)
Don't be afraid of a morning boost! (rinse your face
with cold water or hop right in the shower; also handle
your oral hygiene rituals like scraping your tongue and
brushing your teeth)
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MOVEMENT 

Once you've completed your wake up rituals and you're good
to get going, I recommend finding some movement. I
personally do one of 3 things each morning: Yoga, Gym, or
morning walk with my partner. 
 
By doing something active first thing in the morning it not only
helps to wake you up but it also releases endorphins which
gives you that positive feeling and helps to raise your overall
vibration.  
 
Also if going to the gym is something that is a struggle for you
(raises hand!), if you commit to doing it in the morning you've
already reached your goal before getting the day started. As
you go throughout the day you are more likely to make
excuses and not get it done.  
 
Try to incorporate at least 30 minutes of movement at the start
of your day and watch your day already start to shift.

What kind of movement will I do in the morning?

___________________________

TIP: Prepare the night ahead.  
Lay out your workout clothes or have your yoga mat in an easy accessible
place. If you take the guess work out of these trivial tasks you're less likely to
make excuses!
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STILLNESS 

Another great thing about finding movement first thing in the
morning is that it allows room for stillness. Take at least 5-20
minutes in the morning to meditate. 
 
Building a meditation practice can allow you to actively center
and ground yourself before starting your day. Find more calm
before you enter that meeting or start to tend to the kids. Your
energy signature can be contagious as well as receptive.
Ensure that you are giving off positive vibrations and building a
"shield" to protect you against the negative ones. 
 
Unsure where to start with stillness? A simple meditation can
be completed sitting in a comfortable seat. Close your eyes
and begin to focus on your breath. Lengthen your inhales and
exhales ensuring that they match and see if you can use your
lungs to the fullest capacity by incorporating a 3-part breath.
Send the breath to fill up your belly, then feel your rib cage
rise and lastly your chest. As you release the breath you feel
the release of your chest, the hugging in of your rib cage, and
lastly the pulling in of your navel towards your spine.

TIP: Go guided! 
If you're new to meditation you can find a ton free guided mediations on the
web and through apps. My favorite app is Insight Timer. Select a guided
mediation based on time or topic and allow your mindfulness to grow.
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JOURNAL 

Journaling is a great way to unpack what came up during
your meditation. Meditation can often be a place where you
hear from God. Take a moment and examine those feelings. I
also like to write letters to God in my journal. First getting what
ever is on my heart off and then navigating through a journal
prompt or two to do a little introspective work. 
 
New to journaling? Here are 5 journal prompts for those new
and old to journaling. If you don't have a journal yet, feel free
to use the space provided.

 
What does my perfect morning routine look like?  
How could starting a morning routine transform my life? 
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JOURNAL 

What are 3 things I'm grateful for today?

"Dear Best Self" - Write a letter to your most optimal self
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JOURNAL 

"Today I affirm" - Share some affirmations for your day.  
(How do I want to view yourself? How do I want my day to go?
What shifts can I make with your words?)

Stream of consciousness - Fill the space below with fluid
thoughts. Whatever comes to mind write it down. Don't over think
it, don't lift the pen. For 10 minutes straight, just write. 
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HABIT TRACKER

Early Wake up

Movement

Meditation

Journal

M T W T F S S

Building a habit takes commitment. A Habit Tracker is a great way to
keep up with your progress. It's simple! Each day you successfully
complete a task you color in the box. See if you can keep the streak
going and consider giving yourself a reward after say 21 days!
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LIVE ABUNDANTLY

Congratulations on developing your mindful morning
routine. Each morning you devote to giving yourself a
little extra love and self care you actively raise your
vibration. Everything has an energy signature and you
want yours to be vibrant and in abundance.  
 
Enter each day with a positive attitude. Take the time to
slow down in the morning so you're not rushing out of
the door and walking into work scattered. Observe how a
shift in the start of your day changes the way you talk to
your spouse, your children, your coworkers, the guy who
cut you off on the highway, and most importantly
yourself :) 
 
I pray this guide was helpful and if you have any
questions at all feel free to send a note over to
hello@vanessamichele.com.  
 
With love and light,  
 


